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Abstract

Introduction: Penetrating neck wounds are serious and often life-
threatening. In the absence of an adequate technical platform, their management 
is difficult. We report a case of tracheal wound management by a suicide attempt 
in a regional hospital in Togo.

Case Report: This was a 43-year-old female patient, dealer, with no known 
pathological history, admitted for an anterior cervical wound by attempted 
suicide with a knife. She presented with severe respiratory distress with 
desaturation at 62% on room air. She was urgently admitted to the operating 
theatre where under general anaesthesia a tracheal wound was found. She 
underwent orotracheal intubation and was evacuated to an appropriate centre 
for management.

Conclusion: Potentially serious, penetrating neck wounds require an 
adequate technical platform and multidisciplinary management.
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Introduction
Penetrating cervical wounds refer to any cervical injury involving 

an invasion of the skin muscle of the neck [1-2]. They cause a 
wide range of conditions including haemorrhage, upper airway 
compromise, oesophageal compromise and neurological compromise 
[1-2]. The severity of a penetrating neck wound is directly related to 
the vulnerable agent and the site of the wound [1-2].

Penetrating neck wounds are often life-threatening [1-2]. 
The two potentially fatal conditions are haemorrhagic shock and 
respiratory distress [2-3]. The initial examination on admission 
is the key to adequate management, which remains complex and 
difficult in hospitals with limited technical facilities [1,3]. We report 
the management of a case of penetrating cervical wound by a suicide 
attempt in a hospital with limited resources in Togo.

Case Report
The patient was a 43-year-old single retailer and mother of 4 years 

old, brought to the surgical emergency room by her roommates for 
respiratory distress following an attempt at autolysis with a kitchen 
knife. The patient had no known pathological history. On admission, 
she presented with respiratory distress with a respiratory rate of 
38 cycles per minute and a room air saturation of 62%. She was 
obnoxious with a Glasgow score of 10. The circulatory function was 
normal with blood pressure 130/70 mmHg, heart rate 100 beats per 
minute and pulse 100 beats per minute. She had massive emphysema 
extending from the face to the pelvis. Cervical examination, under 
general anaesthesia, noted an anterior oval wound of about 3.5cm long 
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axis, with clean edges and tracheal wall fracture, as well as multiple 
skin lacerations (Figure 1). Pulmonary auscultation was normal. 
The patient was quickly admitted to the operating room where we 
performed orotracheal intubation with assisted breathing and a 
protective dressing on the neck wound (Figure 2). Her saturation 
was stabilised at 96%. She received antibiotic prophylaxis with 2g 
amoxicillin and clavulanic acid, analgesics with 1g paracetamol and 
20mg nefopam. No imaging studies were performed on-site. The 
emergency biology work-up showed a haemoglobin level of 12.3 g/dl, 
uraemia of 0.3 g/l and creatinemia of 10 mg/l. This was managed by 
general surgeons and anaesthesia and resuscitation technicians. The 
centre does not have ENT doctors or anaesthetists or resuscitators. 
The subsequent hereroanamnesis revealed a notion of financial and 
social difficulties which would have been the cause of this attempt 
at autolysis. The patient was conditioned and evacuated to a referral 
centre with a multipurpose resuscitation unit, ENT doctors and 

Figure 1: Exploration of the cervical wound in the operating theatre with 
evidence of the tracheal wound (arrow).
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anaesthetists and resuscitators approximately 4 hours after admission.

Discussion
Penetrating cervical wounds refer to any cervical injury that 

involves an invasion of the skin muscle of the neck [1-2]. From an 
anatomical point of view, the cervical region is a region containing 
noble organs (vascular, digestive, nervous and respiratory) [1-
2]. Thus, a cervical wound exposes the patient to 4 major risks: 
upper airway, neurological, infectious and vascular damage [1-3]. 
Haemorrhage during these penetrating wounds occurs in one-third 
of cases, while upper airway injuries are found one time out of ten 
[1]. Weapons are the main invasive agents in penetrating wounds [2]. 
They are commonly used in assaults and suicide attempts [2]. The 
severity of a penetrating stab wound will depend on its location, and 
the organs injured. 

The prognosis is very often life-threatening in the case of a 
penetrating wound [1-2,4]. The diagnostic approach must be rigorous 
to allow an exhaustive lesion assessment and thus orientate on the 
potential seriousness of the wound [2]. It is important to distinguish 
between an absolute emergency, which is immediately fatal, and 
a relative emergency, which is life-threatening in the short term. It 
is also important to bear in mind the dynamism of the lesions and 
not to hesitate to repeat the examinations [1,4]. Indeed, lesions 
that are initially harmless may become worse later on [1]. Two 
absolute emergencies should not be ignored; they are potentially 
fatal. These are haemodynamic shock and respiratory distress [2-
3]. The initial examination of a cervical trauma patient must look 
for them and their management must be immediate and adapted 
to the severity of the injuries by the coordinated use of available 
resources [2-3]. Anatomical knowledge is a fundamental part of this 
approach [2]. Ideally, the management of cervical wounds should 
be multidisciplinary, involving emergency physicians, surgeons, 
resuscitators and radiologists [1].

The management of penetrating neck wounds, due to their 
complexity and potential severity, requires an adapted technical 
platform [1-3]. This remains a major challenge for health facilities 
with limited resources, as is the case in several hospitals in Africa 
[5]. Emergency life-saving techniques must therefore be perfectly 
understood to stabilise patients in distress to evacuate them to 
better-equipped facilities. The management of haemodynamic shock 
involves the coordinated use of macromolecules (colloids), blood 
products and tranexamic acid [5]. Actions to be avoided include 
removing a knife from the operating theatre and re-establishing 

blood pressure before reaching the operating theatre [1]. Also, 
avoid clamping a vessel outside the operating theatre, preferring 
compression dressings [1,3,6]. In the neck area, the Israeli dressing 
is a good alternative. Orotracheal intubation, cricothyroidotomy 
and even intubation through the neck wound are the means of 
managing respiratory distress from penetrating neck wounds [1,3-4]. 
Mask ventilation, nasal intubation and intubations outside the block 
(except for severe asphyxia) should be avoided [1]. These procedures 
are likely to worsen the condition already present.

Conclusion
Penetrating cervical wounds are serious lesions that are often 

life-threatening. Their management is difficult in the absence of an 
adequate technical platform. The initial examination on admission, 
enabling appropriate decisions to be taken, is the key to this 
management. For an optimal result, the multidisciplinary nature of 
the management of these wounds is not negligible.
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